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BY LARRY BENICEWICZ

ECORD MAN AND FORMER BALTIMORE BLUES SOCIETY MEMBER,
Wayne Shuler, died on August 24, 2017 at Creekside Rehabilitation Center in
Madison, TN, succumbing to a cerebral vascular accident, a common complication of Alzheimer’s disease. He was 81.
Despite being the son of legendary music entrepreneur, Eddie Shuler, the founder of Goldband
records in Lake Charles, LA, Wayne Shuler would
go on to forge his own identity and make almost as
significant impact as his father in the music industry.
In fact, in many ways, his rich and varied career as
record promoter, producer, arranger, and engineer
actually outshone that of his illustrious parent, as he,
utilizing his signature gift of gab, was able to hobnob
with all the significant movers and shakers of his era
in the entertainment arena.
Born in Waco, Texas, April 14, 1936, he
moved with his mother to Lake Charles, LA,
in 1941. After a two-and-a-half year stint in
the U.S. Army in the mid-50s stationed in
Germany, he went to work for his father
managing one of Goldband’s first and celebrated Swamp Pop acts, Gene Terry and the
Downbeats, who scored with “Cindy Lou”
(1066) in 1958. But, in the role of agent/
handler, he soon grew tired of haggling
with club owners and, instead, welcomed
the elder Shuler’s suggestion that he “learn
the ropes” of the trade working for New
Orleans’ record producer, the Baltimore
born Joe Banashak, who was just settling in
the Crescent City. It was Mr. Banashak who
would not long after in the early 60s go on
achieve recognition as head honcho of both
the famed Minit and Instant labels, recording virtually any artist of any consequence
in the Big Easy. In fact, he would make stars
out of relative unknowns like Jessie Hill,
Ernie K-Doe, Irma Thomas, Chris Kenner,
Benny Spellman, and Earl King, just to
name a few. Nonetheless, at that juncture,
he was the biggest independent distributor
of records in the region. In short, the two hit
it off from the outset and Mr.Shuler, more or
less, became the protégé of Mr. Banashak,
as well as his favorite leg man. He recalled

his early days of hustling, out of the trunk
of his car, independent R&B labels such as
Chess, VeeJay, and Atlantic disks to every
mom and pop record store, juke joint, and
radio station in the Deep South. Mr. Shuler
would often liken this experience to a baptism by fire, a total immersion into the real
nitty gritty of promoting a platter. And Mr.
Shuler, possessed of a natural way with
words, proved the perfect pitch man for
such an arduous assignment.
Still, Mr. Shuler wanted to be his own
man, and, after a falling out with Mr.
Banashak in 1959 and with the aid of his
father, formed his own labels, Fore and
Trey, and went about recruiting South
Louisiana singers and players to fill their
rosters. He had the most success with the
latter imprint and especially the R&B stylist, Elton Anderson. In fact, Anderson’s
two sided single, “Secret of Love” bw “Cool
Down Baby” (Trey 1011), made such as
splash locally that he convinced A&R man
Shelby Singleton of Mercury to distribute
it nationally in 1960, as well as two subsequent efforts—“Walking Alone” (Mercury
71643) and “Please Accept My Love”
(Mercury 71778). When Trey folded after
two years, Mr. Shuler recommended that
Mr. Anderson sign with Lee Lavergne and
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his fledging logo, Lanor, based in Church
Point. And in the period 1962-63, Anderson
would go on to author no less than five 45
rpms on this label, two of which were leased
to Capitol, King Karl’s “Life Problem”
(4762) and “Shed So Many Tears” (4830).
Under Mr. Shuler’s supervision, all of these
efforts were recorded in New Orleans in
engineer Cosimo Matassa’s fabled facility at
525 Gov. Nicholls St. in the French Quarter.
During these sessions, Mr. Shuler not only
made life-long friends of Mr. Matassa, but
also his right-hand man and studio guitarist,
Dr. John (Mac Rebennack).
And yet another artist that Mr. Shuler
became closely associated with in the late
50s and early 60s was Dubuisson, LA-born,
Guitar Jr. (real name, Lee Baker Jr.), who
created a big sensation in the area with
his “Family Rules” on Goldband (1058) in
1958. Mr. Shuler not only became his mentor but also wrote for him another one of
his regional hits, “The Crawl” (1076). In
addition, both Shulers were instrumental
in landing for Guitar Jr. a national recording contract, also via Mr. Singleton and
Mercury records. Guitar Jr. would go on to
great renown in blues circles after his move
to Chicago in 1960; wherein he changed his
name to Lonnie Brooks, not wanting to be
confused with the famed Windy City fixture, Luther “Guitar Jr.” Johnson.
After having already made a name for
himself in New Orleans, he landed a job with
Capitol records of Los Angeles, becoming
city sales promotional manager in 1961. By
1964, Mr. Shuler had graduated to the level
of regional promotional director and talent
scout, serving, in addition to the Crescent
City, both Houston and Dallas. It was in this
capacity that he first met Ray Harris (later of
AVI) who similarly covered for Capitol the
territory of the southeast, including Atlanta
and Miami. In the period 1964 to 1967, he
was further occupied “breaking” records
nationally for artists the stature of Nancy

l-r: Wayne Shuler, Dr. John, at Max’s in
Baltimore, 1992. PHOTO: LARRY BENICEWICZ

l-r: Cosimo Matassa, Wayne Shuler,
New Orleans, 1990.
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l-r: Wayne Shuler, Lee Lavergne, Elton Anderson, Church Pt., LA, 1961
PHOTO: UNKNOWN

Wilson, Glen Campbell, Lou Rawls, and
Dallas “Elvira” Frazier, after which he was
appointed A&R (artists and repertoire) man
in charge of independent productions. Now
working out the landmark Capitol Tower
building in Los Angeles, he was instrumental in this logo’s signing of Bob Seger out of
Detroit, Joe South, the group, People (“I
Love You”), and Bettye Swann. In fact, as
far as this latter chanteuse was concerned,
Mr. Shuler could be credited with launching her career, as he oversaw her many soulful interpretations of C&W ballads. Also in
the late 60s, Mr. Shuler, presided over noted
keyboard player and singer, Billy Preston’s
Capitol release, “Hey Brother” (2309), as
well as several tracks (along with George
Harrison of the Beatles) which comprised
Preston’s debut Apple LP, That’s The Way
God Planned It (3359).

With the country wide breakthroughs of
the many blues oriented acts in the late 60s
like Janis Joplin and Canned Heat, Capitol
wanted a piece of the action as well and
turned to Mr. Shuler to find some worthy
competition. And by late 1969, Mr. Shuler
became executive producer for two now
classic and critically acclaimed projects; the
first album by old friend, Guitar Jr. (soon
thereafter Lonnie Brooks), Broke an’ Hungry
(ST-403), and the second by delta slide guitar demi-god, Mississippi Fred McDowell, I
Do Not Play No Rock ‘N’ Roll (ST-409). The
first undertaking, recorded in Los Angeles,
yielded a single, “Broke & Hungry” (2753);
whereas, the second, recorded by Tommy
Couch at his Malaco facility in Jackson, MS,
captured McDowell, accompanied only by
bass and drums, at the peak of his musical
maturity—a true masterpiece.

l-r: Wayne Shuler, Ray Harris, and Larry,
Nashville, TN, 1990. PHOTO: UNKNOWN

His contributions to the label notwithstanding, Mr. Shuler left Capitol in the
early 70s over philosophical differences
and returned to Houston to open his own
private promotion company. Gaining the
confidence of Jerry Moss, one of the principals (along with Herb Alpert) of A&M
records, he commenced working on special projects of that imprint, enhancing
the careers of such artists as Joe Cocker,
Nazareth, and Styx.
Eventually suffering from burnout in
the late 70s, Mr. Shuler temporarily took a
leave of absence from the recording business to pursue other interests, including
the arrangement of a heritage festival in the
fall of 1980 in Vinton, LA—The First Annual
Cajun and Cowboy Wrangle & Old Time
Family Get Together. Although, artistically,
a most memorable affair, the jamboree was
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never repeated, as the “naïve” Mr. Shuler
was rudely treated by “rip-off characters
of all persuasions” (to use his characterization), who skimmed the proceeds.
This last experience in the entertainment business proved to be the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back and
Mr. Shuler began a period of self-imposed
exile from not only his profession but also
from ordinary existence itself. It was a long
period of “drifting and soul searching” (to
use his expression)—a time, according to
Mr. Shuler, of “sorting out his priorities.”
At this nadir of his life, he even resorted to
the therapeutic rewards of manual labor
as a galley hand on an oil rig in the Gulf of
Mexico. But when things appeared their
most bleak, Ray Harris, now a principal of
the AVI (American Variety International)
corporation, contacted his old time colleague at Capitol.
Harris inquired whether Mr. Shuler
was interested in supervising an extensive undertaking which was involved in
restoring the master tapes of the Nashboro
records, the majority of which were
destroyed because of neglect. It was after
the death of Ernie Young in Nashville in
1977 that AVI bought out the entire estate
of this record mogul, lock, stock and barrel,
including not only the whole Nashboro catalogue (labels such as Nasco, Nashboro, and
Excello) but also Woodland Studio there in
Music City, USA. By the late 80s and early
90s, Mr. Harris, hoping on a return on his
investment, was resolved to release all the
Nashboro material as reissues and even

Mississippi Fred McDowell and Chris
Strachwitz, Como, MS, 1964.

Wayne Shuler with Katie Webster, circa 1960. PHOTO: UNKNOWN

l-r: Unkown publicist, Guitar Jr.,
Wayne Shuler, Paul Humphrey
(session drummer), Don Randi
(session piano), Capitol Studios,
Los Angeles, CA, 1969
PHOTO: UNKNOWN
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possibly to resurrect the label. And who
was better qualified to head this immense
task than Mr. Shuler, who was so familiar
with so many of the artists of the Nashboro
family (quite a few like Warren Storm, Katie
Webster, Classie Ballou, Lazy
Lester, Lightnin’ Slim, etc. had
been recorded by J.D. Miller in
Crowley, LA). Among the chores
to be assigned to Mr. Shuler
would be to locate all the big time
record collectors in the nation
(including myself ) and subsequently (at AVI’s expense) have
them volunteer to bring their 45
rpms and LPs so that they could
be recorded by a sophisticated
device which would remove all
the surface noise. And to make
a long story short, Mr. Shuler,
now all too ready to get back in
the saddle, accepted this challenge. In no small measure to Mr.
Shuler’s diligence and perseverance over 90 % of the original
Nashboro inventory was eventually recovered.
In the early 90s, his work complete
at Woodland, he decided to relocate to
Baltimore, MD. Oddly enough, by then,
Charm City had become a hotbed of authentic zydeco, another Louisiana-based style of
musical expression with which he was not
only familiar but also heartily embraced.

And almost immediately upon his arrival
he wanted to open a Cajun-zydeco music
store to capitalize upon this new-found
craze which was sweeping the Northeast.
Nonetheless, his dream never came into
fruition due to lack of funding.
Also while in Baltimore, after
seeing the extent of my record
collection, Mr. Shuler became
interested in producing a screenplay documenting the life of the
late Don Robey, a pioneering
Black, Houston-based record
executive who inaugurated the
heralded Duke and Peacock
record labels with esteemed artists such as Big Mama Thornton,
Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown,
Little Junior Parker, Bobby
“Blue” Bland, and Johnny Ace,
just to name a few. In fact, Mr.
Shuler not only formulated a
detailed outline of the film but
also secured some financial backers like the aforementioned Jerry
Moss. But to his chagrin, he could
never reach an agreement with
Robey’s heirs, who bickered over shares,
percentages, and royalties. To say the least,
it was a most frustrating disappointment
when the endeavor’s green light seemed, at
one point, so close at hand.
By the late 90s, the zydeco frenzy in
Baltimore had subsided greatly. And

l-r: Bobby Charles, Johnny Allan, Larry, Wayne Shuler, Maurice, LA, 1990.
PHOTO: CAROL CAMPBELL

l-r: Eddie Shuler, engineer Bert Frilot,
Lake Charles, 1995.
PHOTO: LARRY BENICEWICZ

mounting gas prices dealt a fatal blow to
visiting bands; so much so, that such popular dance shows, once so regular, became
sporadic. In 1998, Mr. Shuler expressed
his desire to return to Nashville to “start
over” (his expression). But upon his arrival,
he found that he could no longer work at
Woodland since AVI was on the verge of
selling all its musical assets, including the
whole of the Nashboro catalogue to mega
label MCA. Nonetheless, the news was not
all bad since he was soon to meet the love
of his life, Tatiana Mindlin, who soon after
would become his wife.
Into the new millennium, Mr. Shuler
supported himself as a hypnotherapist,
specializing in cures for addiction to cigarettes. But he never really strayed far from
the music sector. After the death of his
father in 2005, Mr. Shuler inherited almost
50% of all the Goldband titles and, rather
than have these tapes molder in the vaults,
he strove to find the best uses for them,
including movie soundtracks and commercials. In fact, up until his death, he was
actively engaged in this pursuit.
Over the years, I have never ever talked
with Wayne Shuler when we weren’t discussing some aspect of the music industry.
Call it genetics or whatever, but his whole
life revolved around it. This passion is what
gave him his eternal optimism—this refuge in music. I’ll always recall his dreams,
his aspirations, and his incredible enthusiasm for music and moreover his talent,
his uncanny ability for detecting this similar trait in others. That is how I’ll always
remember him. ■
WAY N E S H U L E R WA S L A I D T O R E S T AT T H E
M I D D L E T E N N E S S E E S TAT E V E T E R A N S
C E M E T E R Y I N N A S H V I L L E . A C E L E B R AT I O N O F
H I S L I F E WA S H E L D N O V E M B E R 4 , A L S O I N
M U S I C C I T Y.
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